We can win WW3
win this undeclared war of the killer-group

deep state against world society if …

defense plan, step by step
Spreding flyers is a legal action. Join! Information and warning. Learn to see the hidden inside enemy!

We can win WW3 of an hidden inside-enemy against the world. The real war-enemy behind is a
defect gene, having infiltrated the world-population during the last 700 years fromout the source, the
Hun-Nation in Khasaria, Caucasus. About 2% of all people are infected. 150 million carriers of the
defect ppp-gene are, difficult to see, dangerous killer-people now, comprising the criminal bankers and
billionairs, the leaders of the whole killergroup, well organized in the underground, a dragon with 150
million heads and 300 million hands. A dragon with strong sides (money, intelligent planning, patience,
goed organisation, and totally conscienceless). And with very weak sides (the disease-sides).
They have been playing damage- and camouflied killer games constantly, driven by the playing
pranks-program ppp with 2 defects: 1 running in adults, 2. running without damage limitation. The
more damage, the more cheerng fun, emerging in the sick brains. Big pleasure, big lust in place of
pangs of conscience. Killer-automats with intelligence! They use to form secret gamer groups,
cooperating in bad pranks. In groups they have conquered the money-system (bankers!) and much
economic power and much political power in many nations by infiltrating the democratic power systems
with Trojan Horse strategy. The 150 million heads of the dragon are secretly present in all institutions,
which mean power. In politics, in the Main Stream Media MSM, in the medical system, in the PharmaIndustry, producing Corona-´”vaccines”, and in science and laboratories, able to produce biological
weapons. The sick people look like normal people, with small differences (see ppp-patterns, poker
face, after-prank-pattern etc). They cannot control the sick corner in their heads, driving them to cheat
and to commit big crimes. But they can control their playing fields very wel. Hidden in the scenes, they
make harm after harm, robbing more and more, getting richer and richer, exploiting the nations.
According to the judgement of well known persons, advocates and scientists with a lot of brain power,
on the evolution stage of today 80% of normal citizens cannot ask meaningfull questions, when
encountering contradictions and inconclusive incorrect nep-explanations. They cannot gather carefully
the pieces of the puzzle, the facts, the points of the mosaic, and then put them together, forming the
whole picture. Without this ability they can be cheated very easily. The dragon knows it and is using it,
by delivering nep-explanations via MSM for his damage games. Last example, a very extreme one, is
Covid19. This parasite, a bacteria, made by deep state in a lab, causing thrombosis, but in weak
people only, easily to defeat with medication a. Aspirin (making the bloed thinner), b. with Invermectine
(killing parasites) and c. with Hydrogloricuine (also used against the malaria-parasite). Many good
doctors have shown it. Bad doctors however, carriers of the killer-gene, having more power, played
killer-games with weak infected patients, killed them via wrong treatment on lung machines and
frightened society. Now the weak parasite is known as strong and dangerous.
TrojanHorse-deepstate-politicians and Deepstate MSM-media with louder voice called Covid19 then a
virus (lie1), a dangerous virus (lie2 ) of natural origine (lie3), only to defeat via vaccination of all people
(lie4). So the true aggressor, the killer group deep state, is using the nep- and false flag-aggressor
Covid19 to hound the 80% blind people in his “vaccination”-trap. Deepstate-Trojan Horses in the

power organs are playing the role of helpers. The aggressor as “helper”! The wolf in sheep´s clothing!
While MSM and TH-politicians are repeating vaccination-lie4 again and again, blind people, unable to
ask hitting questions, listening instead to authorities, start believing the lie and accept an injection,
which they cannot control, which is no vaccination, but really harmfull, a biological weapon, mRNA,
making them within 6 month to time bombs and superspreaders of an other really deadly parasite.
That is only step 1 of the WW3-plan of deepstate. A serie of multi-killing WW3-attacks of the killer
group follows to hit those, who see the trap and refuse injection. Further steps, planned and coming,
are a killer-famine, getting worse until winter, cutting off food. Then the killergroup intends to cut off
electricity and gasoline. Then they intend to ignite our cities via 5G laser rays, shooting from nearby
into the windows. Therefore so many trees had to be cut !! According to the plans of deep state the
population on earth has to be cut down from 7 to 1 billion, or less. Depopulation! Therefore most cities
are not needed anymore and can be laid in ashes. Millions will die in the firestorm. The rest will seek
shelter in the ruins, the time bombs between them, spreading the new parasite on all. All will perish.
The deep state killer-nation intends to survive the firestorm and the suffocting smoke in large bunkers
inside a hightech-tunnel-system deep under the earth (see fotos www.Q8.jaaaa.net), already now
filled with plenty of food and medicaments against the coming new infectious parasite.
That´s the plan, with step 1 taking place now. Step 1 likes to be a success for the killer-group All
future steps in the whole WW3-scenario are carefully prepared and can happen. However, if about
10% of society, people with brain power of all nations, take the steps described below,
we can win WW3 easily:
1. start cooperating, making a plan together. The attack of the killer-gene on all nations must get an
answer from all nations, a new and clean union of all nations. Not infiltrated by Huns, by killerpeople.
2. call the integer parts of the armies of all countries to help.
3. start to identify the hidden or disguised aggressors with modern technology (the Truth-Test of Prof.
Rykken, www.TT.jaaaa.net ), with help of the army. Detect and disarm deepstate-cops in police.
There is no chance to get and to test them without technology. We have to get the hidden heads
of the aggression, sitting in their war-headquarter in BIS in Basel, CH, and in bunkers underground.
BIS: Bank of International Settlement, owned by the bankers Rothschild-Rockefeller, the biggest robbers.
We have to get the disguised heads of the aggression, sitting as TrojanHorses in our power organs
just before us, playing the helper-game.
We can get them wiith technology fast and easily at their weak side, the brain disease, the sick playing
bad pranks-corner in their brains, with TT, the Truth-Test, asking them simple Yes-No-questions.
4. arrest the found enemies with help of the integer parts of our army.
5. offer them treatment and healing. The Trump´decision to execute many deep state people was
wrong and unsuccessfull. We should not make this mistake. They are sick people and have to be healed.
6. reconquer the cleanenergy-source, invented by Nicola Tesla, a box, robbed by deepstate-billionair
C.G,Morgan. Each citizen gets a box, delivering gridless gratis clean energy. The energy is withdrawn
from vicinity and flows back there. Principe of the known heat pump, with much more efficiency.
7. conquer the tunnel-system and the pile of medicaments stored there against the coming parasite.
X-POWER and ScienceParty-with-WorldSolutions, our organisations, are spreading this step-bystep-defense-plan via all channels. And via BIG. The Bicycle-Group. BIG cannot be shut down by the
enemy. BIG is designed to bypass the criminal MSM-Media and the criminal “fact-checkers” of deep
state. People on bicycles, coming, spreading flyers in seconds, and leaving at once. See BIG.jaaaa.net,
+ Qx12.jaaaa.net . Join and support BIG. defensenet@protonmail.com See also www.Mankind-needsclean-energy-plus-clean-army.jaaaa.net . Wheather deep state wins or looses WW3, also depends on
how fast big parts of the 80% find out, that they have been put in and cheated by deepstate, and stop
supporting the fake authorities. And here we can assist a lot, f.i. by info-actions with BIG-strategy.
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tweede person right side of the picture David Rockefeller, earlier secret king of the Huns

Behind closed doors, in their own circles,
carriers of the killer-gene let see their true emotions openly,
when damage- and killer-actions, supported by them, are taking place.
Organized rituals with torturing and killing belong to their reported habits.
Reports of insiders are there enough. Thousands!
But society is not open for such a reality. Too far off from “normal reality”.
Pleasure in pain, torture and death,
lustwaves coming again and again until two days after each successful “prank” sick people are reporting that to researches. Some of them. The majority however, 2% of
all, stays silent and tries to hide. They are laughing and shouting in secreet circles only..
The existence of lustmurderers is an acknowledged fact.
Everybody has read, that they exist. But nobody has seen one.
Could it be that lustmurderers are just those 2% of adults with running defect playingpranks-program, running without damage-limitation? Could it be, that 150 million
lustmurderers are living between us? Could it be, that just those 150 million
lustmurderers, organized in the underground via war-headquarter in BIS, are attacking
us now in an undeclared war, in WW3? Threatening interpretation of the facts?
Will those, who survive depopulation war WW3. accept the explanation,
that they have been attacked by the lustmurderer-killergroup, product of a killer-gene?

